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Are Women Too Hard
to Animate Clip Goes Here…





Women as BG Deco
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GamerGate



Women as Reward
Clip Goes Here…





In 2015, there were 7 games
with exclusively playable female
protagonists or 9% of 76 titles



In 2016, there were 2 games
with exclusively playable female
protagonists or 3% of 59 titles
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we won



There are less games now where a woman takes off 
all her clothes as a reward if the player completes the 
game fast enough. 



There are less games where women are brutally tortured 
in the background just for texture. 



There are less games where the goal is to save your 
dead wife’s soul from hell. 





white cis male protagonists



“Death of the Single 
Player Game”
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Gone Home
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gaming 
doesn’t 
exist in a 
vacuum



"What we have right now isn't equality.
It's not like equality. But it's still enough
to enrage the old guard because when
you've been used to privilege, equality
feels like prejudice.”

-laurie penny
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“You can’t be neutral
on a moving train.”

-howard zinn







to make
the games 
industry 
safer:

I am committed to start doing

I am committed to stop doing

I am committed to keep doing 
& improving on



tropes was
ESSENTIAL



Media criticism

Community support 
initiatives

Labour movements

Unionization

Workers demanding 
better treatment



let’s get
to work



Accountability & 
Repair in Games
Today 3pm
Room 202 
South Hall

A Hotline for the 
Games Industry

Friday 11:30am
Room 209
South Hall



thank
you.

gameshotline.org
feministfrequency.com

@anitasarkeesian
@femfreq
@gameshotline


